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The ongoing arms race between cyber defense and attackers is entering a new phase as the use
of machine learning-based tools increases on both sides. In this article the author explores some
of the ethical issues involved in using machine learning-based tools and what this means for us
as cybersecurity researchers and practitioners.
“I just think we're living in a time of massive, amazing change, like the Industrial Revolution on acid.”
~ Kelly Lynch, actor
Abstract
The ongoing arms race between cyber defense and attackers
is entering a new phase as the use of machine learning-based
tools increases on both sides. One challenge of using these
tools for cyber defense is that we often do not understand
how they arrive at their conclusions. Current research into
machine learning indicates these tools can have hidden biases. As cybersecurity professionals we are obligated to act
ethically. Using machine learning-based tools that we don’t
fully understand challenges our ability to act responsibly. We
should understand the ethical risks involved and the work
being done to make machine learning more understandable
and transparent. In this article I will look at some of the ethical issues involved in using machine learning-based tools
and what this means for us as cybersecurity researchers and
practitioners.

M

uch of humanity is now digitally connected. Facebook is used by over one-third of the human population [18]. Farmers in remote areas can check
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crop prices, send and receive payments, and monitor their
solar-powered irrigation pumps using simple text messaging
[13]. Banking and finance, medicine, government business at
all levels, and even military operations either take place or are
dependent on digital information and global data networks
[7]. Cyber defenses and adversaries continue to be engaged
in an arms race—there are indications that adversaries are
beginning to use artificial intelligence and machine learning
(AI/ML), and cyber defenses will have to keep up [8]. Machine learning-based cyber defense tools bring opportunities
and challenges we have not faced before—tools that may be
effective, but that we may not fully understand. How we use
(and trust) these tools will have a major impact on how successful we are with them.

Use of machine learning in cybersecurity
ML-based cybersecurity is a growing market and a hot area of
research [10][17]. Since IBM Watson’s highly publicized win
over the human champions on the show Jeopardy in 2011, AI
has exploded in the public’s consciousness. This year (2020)
CB Insights lists one hundred startups in thirteen countries
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that are working to deliver AI-based capabilities in fifteen
industries: health care, finance and insurance, energy, agriculture, and supply chain management to name a few [2]. In
2019, CB Insights listed eight cybersecurity startups using AI,
eleven in 2018, and six in 2017. This does not include industry
leaders such as IBM, Palo Alto, and FireEye that use AI/ML in
many of their products.

Unintended biases in machine learning
The issue of unintended biases in machine learning tools
gained visibility after two public incidents: the mislabeling
of a photo of two African Americans by Google’s ML-based
photo tagging tool and the removal, after less than sixteen
hours online, of Microsoft’s automated Twitter chatbot, Tay,
due to its unintended derogatory and offensive postings [11].
Machine learning algorithms are particularly vulnerable to
unintended bias when they are learning, often because the
datasets used in ML training are unintentionally biased [9].
In domains such as predictive policing, both the victim’s and
the suspect’s age, race, and gender are part of the predictive
attributes used in the training datasets [3]. There is substantial evidence that human social bias can enter these training
datasets, as there is normally a great deal of manual work required to turn raw data into useful datasets.
Secondly, most machine learning algorithms perform better
when they have large amounts of data to work with. The advent of big data gives researchers and practitioners the opportunity to develop and use new models. However, these very
large datasets can be unintentionally biased. For example, the
word2vec natural language algorithm developed by Google
and used by many natural language processing systems often
demonstrates gender stereotyping, since the training dataset
used by word2vec is the huge corpus of human-written documents Google has collected [9].

This sort of unintended bias can be reduced, but it requires
deliberate work by a diverse group of subject experts. Cyber
defense ML-based tools that only look at technical data such
as network traffic patterns may be immune to these types of
bias. However, more sophisticated cyber defense tools that
combine user behavior analysis with automated access to individual HR information such as promotion denials or lower
than average performance reviews could make insider risk
determinations that are unintentionally biased [12].

Ethics in machine learning
Machine learning algorithms such as deep learning, convolutional neural networks, and recurrent neural networks are
capable of amazing results [7] but come with new and unprecedented challenges. Unlike previous human tools, machine
learning is often a black box where we do not understand how
those answers were arrived at. If the tool is a shopping search
engine, this may be no more than amusing. When the tool
may have significant impact on a person’s job, career, or life,
such ignorance should not be accepted.
In a March 2020 interview, Murat Sönmez, the director of
the World Economic Forum, discussed an approach to preventing social harm from AI using what he called an ethics
switch: “We have a concept of an ethic switch where countries define their ethics rules. We download these rules to the
smart devices. When they’re asked to do something that’s
harmful, the switch says no” [15].
Developing an ethical switch is obviously easier said than
done. While there is work being done to design ethical behavior into computer systems, there are many challenges. Some
of them are technical, while many are social. A culture’s ethics is an expression of that culture’s values—what they deem
acceptable and unacceptable behavior. For example, a culture
that values individual freedoms over group expectations may
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have a different set of values and priorities than a culture
that values group cohesion over individual desires. It is this
common ethical framework that defines acceptable and unacceptable behavior for a culture.
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The importance and influence of cultural standards on individual ethics and behavior (when applied to machines) was
presented in a March 2020 article in Communications of the
ACM. In this article Awad, et al. discussed the use of crowdsourced machine morality through a process they called
“society in the loop,” noting that social scientists and computational social scientists have a role to play in articulating
social ethics into artificially intelligent systems [1]. They recognized several limitations of crowd sourcing in this context,
pointing out that language is often imprecise, and the same
word can have subtle but important differences in meaning
even in a generally homogeneous culture. Further, they noted
that cultures change over time, so even a successful attempt
at programmatically codifying social ethics will not be static.
It is unlikely that fully autonomous cyber defensive systems
will be available soon. However, ML-based cyber defensive
tools are in use now. What these systems lack is a way to explain how they arrived at the answers they present to their
human users. Explainable artificial intelligence (XAI) is a
way for ML-based systems to do this and is another strong
area of research [17]. Getting an understandable answer becomes more critical as ML-based tools are used in systems
that have greater impact on people—finance, medicine, law,
and security.

Machine learning and the law
There are legal impacts to using AI/ML-based tools. The European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR),
which took effect in May of 2018, includes requirements regarding the use of ML-based tools and the right of a person
to receive an explanation regarding decisions made that affect
him or her [6]. Article 22 of the GDPR notes that (with certain exceptions) “The data subject shall have the right not to
be subject to a decision based solely on automated processing…” [16]. Article 15 also requires that the data subject (the
person) receives “meaningful information about the logic involved” regarding any decisions impacting them [16]. If and
how these would apply to AI/ML cyber defense systems has
not been determined, but the concepts are worth considering.
While GDPR is likely the most well-known law that addresses
the impact of ML-based tools on people, it is not the only one.
Miller reports several ways in which ML-based tools are having consequential impacts on people’s lives [11]. In the United
States, machine learning-based tools are finding use in some
courts to assist judges in deciding which defendants should
be held in jail before trial, which defendants should be released on bail, and how much bail should be required. Often
these tools are being used by well-meaning organizations and
people who do not understand the tool’s sometimes subtle
and critical biases and limitations [4]. The resulting damage
may not be understood until well after the fact.
The Partnership on AI’s report on the use of AI in US courts
of law includes three requirements that are applicable to MLbased cyber defense tools [14]:
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1. Predictions and how they are made must be easily interpretable

same or similar action if a human came to you with the
same recommendation or observation.

2. Tools should produce confidence estimates for their predictions

3. Understand that AI/ML-based tools—particularly those
using deep learning and big data—are heavily dependent
on probability, may have subtle biases, and do not provide
certainty. Act appropriately.

3. Users must attend trainings on the nature and limitations
of the tools
These requirements support the concept of transparency—a
characteristic necessary for ML-based tools to be accepted.

Ethical cybersecurity
Cyber attacks occur at the speed of computers—far faster
than humans can detect and respond to. Sophisticated attacks
can find and exploit vulnerabilities that are either unknown
to vendors or for which there is no effective protection, and
these challenges will not subside in the future. Effective cyber defense will have to become faster and smarter than the
attacks, and that will require smarter, more automated defensive tools that can learn and adapt at wire speed. This will
eventually require a high level of trust in the tools—eventually to the point where we will trust the tools to actively respond
to attacks.
As machine ethics are researched, argued over, and eventually implemented, and as explainable AI makes its way into
commercially available tools, cybersecurity practitioners
must learn to use ML-based cyber defensive tools in a manner consistent with our professional and social obligations. I
propose three general guidelines that may be of benefit to us
as we move into a world of human-machine cybersecurity:
1. Where you can, campaign for machine learning-based cyber defense tools that utilize explainable AI (XAI).
2. Move carefully when taking action based on the output
of an AI/ML-based tool. Consider if you would take the

As cybersecurity practitioners, we have an obligation to act
ethically. We often have access to privileged and sensitive information as well as the trust of leadership. We help protect the
crown jewels of organizations: intellectual property, financial
information, personal information, etc. As the amount and
detail of the personal data collected by governments and corporations grows every day, while the attacks against that data
become more sophisticated, our defenses must become faster,
better, and more capable. Our professional obligations do not
change even as our tools do. The following two scenarios may
help to present the ideas discussed earlier in a more concrete
way:

Scenario 1: ML-based insider threat tool
Let’s assume that your cybersecurity department uses a machine learning tool to detect malicious network activity. The
tool looks at user activity, network traffic (including attempts
to access various databases), and other metadata about the
network. Based on the activity it sees, the tool sends an alert
to the security team that the behavior of one of the network
administrators is showing significant indicators of insider
threat activity. The tool lists all the traffic it has flagged as
suspicious, but there is no explanation of why it considers this
activity suspicious.
The tool has previously detected several previously unknown
attacks that were later verified as coming from technically
sophisticated attackers associated with foreign governments.
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The cybersecurity investigator trusts the tool (it comes from
a well-respected vendor and was expensive), so she begins an
investigation. As part of the investigative process, the network administrator’s supervisor is notified, and the supervisor decides to temporarily reassign the network administrator until the investigation is complete (without letting the
administrator know the real reason for being reassigned).
Question 1: Should the cybersecurity team begin an investigation based solely on the report from the ML-based
tool?
Question 2: Assuming the company decides to terminate
the network administrator, should it do so based on the report from the ML-based tool (including the details of the
behavior flagged as indicative of insider threat activity), or
should the decision to terminate or not be based on independent evidence not collected by the tool?
Question 3: Would an investigation be less necessary if
the tool provided human-understandable reasons for its
determination that the administrator is likely an insider
threat?
Question 4: What if the tool were sophisticated enough to
have access to the individual’s HR records—when hired,
work history, performance evaluations, etc.? Would that
change the confidence the company has in the tool’s assessment of threat from the administrator?

Scenario 2: Automated offensive cybersecurity
operations
Let’s move forward several years and consider a fully automated cybersecurity tool designed to protect against external
threats—perhaps a cybersecurity system based on the winner
of a future DARPA Cyber Grand Challenge [5]. This automated system has detected a moderate level cyber attack and
attributes it to a specific group located in a foreign country
with a high level of assurance. Using what the system knows
regarding the nation-state and the specific unit that sent the
attack, it autonomously generates a cyber-based response designed to disable (but not destroy) the power system in that
area for a limited time. A hospital near the location is also
affected by the power outage. While no one dies or suffers
injury thanks to the hospital’s backup generators, some operations and treatments are postponed, so some patients experience increased pain and possibly cost due to the delays.
Question 1: Is this cyber response legal with respect to international law?
Question 2: Would this cyber response be legal (or at least
more legally defensible) if the origin of the attack was in
the same country as the target?
Question 3: If the damage from the original attack were
greater and had resulted in physical injury but no loss of
life, what level of response would be appropriate?
Question 4: Assume the system that was attacked was part
of national defense and that no individuals were injured.
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Would a fully autonomous cyber response be an act of
war? If so, who would be considered responsible for it?

Conclusion
Developing a programmatic ethical framework for machine
learning and artificial intelligence is needed now. We cannot
wait until human-level AI arrives—tools that use machine
learning are being used now, and often in ways we are not
aware of. In current machine learning techniques, large datasets are used for training. These datasets can have inherent
biases, and the manual normalization and preprocessing
needed before the training data can be used can also add
unintentional biases. Removing these, or at least minimizing them and taking their impacts into account when using
ML-based tools, is necessary before ML-based tools can be
trusted.
At some point fully automated cyber defense systems will
operate next to human experts—there are indications that
adversaries are beginning to use AI, and cyber defenses will
have to keep up [9]. The trust and responsibility inherent in
our positions as defenders of personal, corporate, and government data does not change as AI/ML-based tools become
part of our cyber defense toolkit, and that will not change
if (perhaps when) fully autonomous AI/ML-based cyber defenses are implemented.
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Strategic Technology Trends for Navigating 2021
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Anywhere operations
Think remotely, but think outside the box. Anywhere operations is a model for “digital first, remote first,” but with value-added experiences for collaboration and productivity software—tools the world adopted very quickly (i.e., ZOOM and
Teams). Add in secure remote access, remote support, and
infrastructure and automation to support remote operations,
and the formula creates an excellent anytime/anywhere operating environment [1]. Surviving most of last year remotely,
we quickly adapted to these anywhere operations, adapting
infrastructure, management practices and policies, and our
client engagement models. Look for this to be tweaked and
widely adopted in 2021.
Cybersecurity mesh
It makes sense that location independence includes a cybersecurity mesh or distributed architecture approach for control in scalability, flexibility, and reliability. The cybersecurity
mesh is a strategic trend to securely enable anytime/anywhere
access for any digital asset, no matter where it is located [1].
COVID-19 accelerated this trend, and a large percentage of
organizational assets and devices are now outside physical
and logical security settings. No matter where the digital asset is located, cybersecurity mesh offers security while allowing growth for the organization.

Resilient delivery
CIOs and CISOs will play a big part in advising boards and
executive leadership on how to remain resilient, focusing on
efficiency and operability. COVID-19 definitely accelerated
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digital innovation and adoption in many businesses. However, those businesses who were unable to change, respond,
or rebuild their pre-COVID processes suffered greatly. The
ones that adapted quickly created resilient delivery with new
ways to deliver goods or services, by updating their business
processes and technology platforms. Overnight, massively
popular services for resilient delivery soared: Instacart personal grocery shopping, DoorDash for restaurant food delivery,
curbside pickup, drive-through windows for traditional stores,
contactless pizza delivery, and mobile vets to name a few.
Intelligent composable business
Basically, this 2021 trend involves building applications and
rethinking architecture to deliver better access to information and ability to quickly change and respond to business
f there is a change. Intelligent and composable architecture
emphasizes decision making, technology platforms, and personalized application experiences for businesses. Instead of
off-the-shelf or pre-packaged applications, the trend for this
year includes new ways to deliver or assemble capabilities or
solutions with more application experiences [1].
AI engineering
The strategy for responsible AI engineering includes incorporating value, risk, trust, transparency, ethics, fairness,
interpretability, accountability, safety, and compliance.
This means AI accountability moves from beyond DevOps
to more organizational and societal levels [1]. As a starting
point, organizations should adopt DevOps principles for data
operations and machine learning operations to get the full
benefits of AI engineering [1].

